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35mm Slide
1. GENERAL INFORMATION   

ARTWORK CHANNEL INFORMATION 
	Specify the number of slides in each carousel or cassette

	For multi-channel work please state which channel this component relates to e.g. 1/3 etc.  


TIMING AND CONTROL INFORMATION
	How is the slide projector controlled?
	Does the operation include dissolves? Is so describe how they work and their timing
	For multiple channel slide projections produce a diagram describing their interplay


COLOUR
	Colour

B&W
Other (please specify) – for example there may be a mix of colour and black & white slides

AUDIO
	If there is audio describe how it is synchronised



2. COMPONENT INFORMATION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
	35mm colour transparency

Other (please specify)
2a. COMPONENT STATUS
State whether the component is:
	Original camera positive

Dupe from the original camera positive  
Exhibition copies (state if they have been used for display) 
Other: Please specify
Source
	State where the slide(s) have come from – for example, artist, gallery, or made by lab or in-house


2b. FORMATS & RELATED INFORMATION :
FILM STOCK
	Manufacturer

Stock code number

MOUNTS
	Describe the make and type of mount for example Weiss A002 glass mount with un-etched glass. 36mm aperture. Not pin-registered. 
	Give details of aperture

Pin registered?
Anti-newton glass?
Other details (please specify)


2c. PRODUCTION HISTORY: State what the component was made from. If it was made from a component that you hold please state its component number, if it was made from a component made by the artist or gallery please give details of the production of the work and what this component was made from.  
DATE THE COMPONENTS WERE MADE
WHERE MADE Provide details when known of:
	For duplicates state where the dupes were made and how they were made – if known supply the details of equipment used

State where the slides were processed if different from where duplicated
Provide any specific instructions regarding duplication for example pin registration required. 


2d. CONDITION ASSESSMENT 
AGE OF COMPONENT No of years
OVERALL CONDITION ASSESSMENT
	Poor

Good
Excellent 


	…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

CONDITION   
Scratches
Fading
Dirt
Sprocket damage
A/D strip tested
Cropped in duplication
Chemical damage or poor processing
Other  

 

3. ASSESSMENT OF RISKS
RISK ASSESSMENT FOR 

 
Consider risks associated with:
	The  obsolescence of 35mm slide film and processing

Risks due to poor storage
Risks due to poor handling
Risks due to fading or shifts in colour balance
Risk to originals during duplication 
Risk of poor duplication for display

  



